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A typical HTML developer who can land up a job has to have at least more than three years of
development experience for some decent offers. The developer is required to have ample
knowledge about strong HTML, CSS table-less design and Javascript and even should be well
versed on how to design intuitive site functionality, and a user-friendly interfaces, and seamless
navigation.

Most professionals who are applying for higher jobs need to have proven experience with the best
practices involved along with the web design trends which are in vogue. Good communication skills
are a plus too.

Those selected to be working with an IT company are required to develop new web applications
using HTML or scripts as instructed by their department heads. One might need to maintain and
enhance web apps and also conduct testing engaging users as necessary. The HTML developer
might be required to design and implement user-driven templates and database-driven Web
interfaces for better info sharing.

HTML developers might also be required to create external Web portals for user input and retrieval
of accurate information. The developer usually needs to work independently as per deadlines and
be in constant touch with the supervisor. He or she must be extremely able to answer support mail
and reply to other forms of electronic communications.

Furthermore the incumbent should be proficient in Internet and its tools including E-Mail clients, FTP
clients and different types of browsers. Most professionals who are HTML developers hail from a
background of a degree in Computer science, MIS, or some other diploma in computing.

Most professionals who spend more than 2-3 years in the field have excellent problem solving skills
are adept in solving different coding challenges. The position of a senior HTML programmer
requires strong conceptual thinking, both visual and interactive. The professionals are usually
needed to be self motivated, and also blessed with the ability to multi-task since the tasks are
complex enough most of the time.

Some of the tasks include:

Transformation of .psd files and wireframes to user-friendly user interfaces according to client
specified measurements and specifications.

Good collaboration and communication required with project managers, technical leads, and other
HTML developers who are under you.

One needs complete understanding of the goals and strategy behind every project

Identification of right opportunities for process improvement and positive suggestions for each of the
improvements

The position of the HTML developer does offer competitive salary and bonuses along with
incentives for every completed project too.
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